
 

Blue Egg Tray Dye

XCWY is focusing on manufacturingblue egg tray dyefor over 20 years in China. 

Blue egg tray dye is a kind of organic compounds that make egg trays have a distinct and firm color,
which are in the forms of powder, crystals and liquid. 

With low cost, bright color and high light fastness, our blue egg tray dye has been very popular in
different countries. 

How to buy the best blue egg tray dyes?

» Color: For the same kind blue color, it can also have different blue colors, such as sky blue, lake blue,
dark blue and so on. But the blue that is liked by the local market is the most suitable one. We suggest
the buyer do the local market research to know the specific blue color which is popular in market. 
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» Strength: Some purchaser will be attracted by the low price blue egg tray dyes, pursuing low price is
not a fault. However, quality strength will also reflected on the price difference. How to buy the dyes
with the better dyeing effect with the lower price is the second problem that the buyer is facing.  Usually
we suggest clients to try our different strength to dye egg trays, then they can compare and choose the
most cost effective strength.

» Consumption: It is another factor that can effect the total dyeing cost. In order to get the desired
colors, some customers will put too much dyes in the paper pulp, actually it is not necessary to put too
much dyes. We will suggest clients to try with proper consumption for the paper pulp and observe the
egg tray colors. 

XCWY Dyes Packing Detail: 25kg net weight in iron drum, fiber drum, carton box,
bags or customized made as per your requirement.

Welcome to contact with us--the Rhodamine B leading manufacturer in China.

Contact person: Miss Jessie Geng

Email:jessie@xcwychem.com

Mobilephone/Whatsapp: +86-13503270825
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Product link：https://www.xcwydyes.com/blue-egg-tray-dye.html
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